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In the fields of nuclear waste geological deposit, geothermy and deep mining, the 
effects of temperature on the mechanical behaviors of soft rocks cannot be neglected. 
Experimental data in the literature also showed that the structure of soft rocks cannot be 
ignored. Based on the superloading yield surface and the concept of temperature-deduced 
equivalent stress, a thermo-elastoplastic model for soft rocks is proposed considering 
the structure. Compared to the superloading yield surface, only one parameter is added, 
i.e. the linear thermal expansion coefficient. The predicted results and the comparisons 
with experimental data in the literature show that the proposed model is capable of 
simultaneously describing heat increase and heat decrease of soft rocks. A stronger initial 
structure leads to a greater strength of the soft rocks. Heat increase and heat decrease 
can be converted between each other due to the change of the initial structure of soft 
rocks. Furthermore, regardless of the heat increase or heat decrease, a larger linear thermal 
expansion coefficient or a greater temperature always leads to a much rapider degradation 
of the structure. The degradation trend will be more obvious for the coupled greater values 
of linear thermal expansion coefficient and temperature. Lastly, compared to heat decrease, 
the structure will degrade more easily in the case of heat increase.

© 2017 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In the fields of nuclear waste geological deposit, geothermy, and deep mining, the effects of temperature on the me-
chanical behaviors of soft rocks have attracted extensive attention [1]. The experimental data in the literature showed that 
these effects are complex. On the one hand, the undrained uniaxial compression tests conducted by Fujinuma et al. [2]) and 
Okada [3,4] showed that a temperature increase would decrease the strengths of siltstone, sandstone, and mudstone. On the 
other hand, the mechanical tests conducted by He [5] showed that the strengths of deep soft rocks increase with increasing 
temperature. Similar results were obtained by Noble [6] as well. These two different phenomena are referred to as heat 
decrease and heat increase by Zhang et al. [7]. Based on the subloading yield surface, Zhang et al. [7] proposed a simple 
thermo-elastoplastic model by introducing a concept of temperature-deduced equivalent stress. This model satisfies thermo-
dynamic principles and can properly describe the general mechanical and thermal behavior of some typical geomaterials. 
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However, the subloading yield surface was proposed for overconsolidated remolded soils and is not suitable for structured 
geomaterials [8,9].

Soft rocks are usually identified as a kind of soil with a large overconsolidated ratio [10,11]. However, soft rocks can 
also form structures during the sedimentation process. Xin et al. [12] found that the cementation structure of the red clay 
rock of Upper Pleistocene were flocculent which was then proven to be a structure through repeated shear tests. Zhang 
et al. [13] found that, when subjected to stress and cyclical drying/wetting, localized structural collapse of soft siltstones 
appeared. This type of collapse of structure would then influence the hydraulic conductivity [14]. In geologic terms, this 
kind of structure of soft rocks is called the random fabric structure formed in the sedimentation process, sometimes also 
referred to as bounding. The other kind occurs when, under the same loading, the void ratio can be maintained at a higher 
level than that of a non-structured soft rock because of the extra strength from the structure or bonding [15]. Through 
SEM and X-ray CT performed on soft carbonate rocks in Southern Italy, Ciantia et al. [16] also found that there are two 
distinct kinds of bonding within soft rock: temporary bonding and persistent bonding. The classification of the structure 
contributes to the understanding of the mechanical behavior of soft rocks. The form of the structure may be complex, so 
that the classification method needs to be improved in the future. To summarize, these experimental data show that the 
structure of soft rocks cannot be ignored and should be taken account into the mechanical model.

However, only a few models have taken the structure of soft rocks into account. Many models considering the structure 
are usually proposed for natural soils, but their applications to structured soft rocks are questionable [17–24]. Based on the 
disturbed state theory, Liu et al. [25] proposed a one-dimensional compression model for structured geomaterials, including 
soft rocks. This model cannot describe some complicated stress states such as triaxial compression and hollow torsional 
shear with drained and undrained conditions. Leroueil and Vaughan [26] investigated the effects of the structure on the 
strength, yield curve and compression curve of silty mudstone through drained and undrained isotropic compression tests. 
Based on the modified cam-clay model, several models were then proposed for structured soft rocks [27,28,15]. While these 
models could describe complicated stress states, the factors for the degradation of the structure were not fully analyzed.

The structure of soft rocks will be degraded by mechanical conditions during tests [29–32]. Temperature also will affect 
the structure of soft rocks. Wang et al. [33] found that the structure of montmorillonitic soft rocks would be nearly com-
pletely damaged at 100 ◦C. However, few models can describe this thermal effect on the structure of soft rocks. It is known 
that the concept of superloading yield surface proposed by Asaoka et al. [29] can describe structured soils properly. This 
concept was then adopted by Zhu et al. [15] to investigate the structure of soft rocks, which was validated using drained 
triaxial compression tests and triaxial creep tests. Therefore, even though this concept was initially proposed for soils, it 
is reasonable to adopt it in this work for the analysis of the structure effects of soft rocks. Combining the concepts of 
superloading yield surface and temperature-deduced equivalent stress, the effects of temperature on the degradation of the 
structure of soft rocks can be then analyzed.

Based on the superloading yield surface and the concept of temperature-deduced equivalent stress, a thermo-elastoplastic 
model considering structure for soft rocks is first proposed in this paper. Numerical simulations are then conducted to 
analyze the heat increase and the heat decrease of soft rocks. The proposed model is then validated by comparing the 
results predicted by the model with the experimental data in the literature. Finally, the effects of temperature and of the 
linear thermal expansion coefficient on the degradation of the structure of soft rocks are analyzed.

2. A thermo-elastoplastic model for soft rocks

When the mean stress is maintained at a constant value, the temperature increase from a reference temperature θ0 to 
θ will generate a thermoelastic volumetric strain increment �εeθ

v . The reference temperature θ0 is assumed to be 15 ◦C, 
representing the average global temperature. The thermoelastic volumetric strain increment is a linear function of the tem-
perature change θ0–θ , and can be expressed as

�εeθ
v = 3αt(θ − θ0) (1)

where αt is the linear thermal expansion coefficient and takes a negative value because a compressive volumetric strain is 
assumed as positive in geomechanics. Zhang et al. [7] suggested that the volumetric strain increment due to the temperature 
increment was equivalent to the volumetric strain increment caused by a certain unloading mean stress increment referred 
to as the equivalent stress increment⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

�εeθ
v = κ

1 + e0
ln

σm + �σ̃m

σm

�σ̃m = σm exp

[
3αt(θ − θ0)(1 + e0)

κ

]
− σm

σ̃m = σm + �σ̃m = σm exp

[
3αt(θ − θ0)(1 + e0)

κ

]
(2)

where σm is mean stress, i.e. σm = p = σii/3, �σ̃m is the equivalent stress increment, σ̃m is the equivalent stress, κ is 
the swelling index and e0 is the void ratio in the reference state when the reference stress is assumed to be a standard 
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Fig. 1. Stress states and yield surfaces of soils.

atmospheric pressure, i.e. 98 kPa. Therefore, considering the temperature effect, the reference states in this paper include 
both the temperature state and the stress state.

The superloading surface, which is similar in shape to the original Cam–clay yield surface, is located above the Cam–clay 
yield surface and the size ratio between two yield surfaces gives the degree of the structure of soil skeleton, as shown in 
Fig. 1. According to Asaoka et al. [29], the superloading concept is given by⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

fs = ln
p

pm
+ 1

M

q

p
= 0

f = ln
p∗

p∗
m

+ 1

M

q∗

p∗ = 0

fu = ln
p

pm
+ 1

M

q

p
= 0

(3)

where fs, f and fu are subloading yield surface, normal yield surface and superloading yield surface, respectively. p and q
are the mean stress and deviator stress, respectively. M is the ratio of shearing stress at critical state. R = pm/ pm = p/ p =
q/ q = 1/OCR is the state variable for the overconsolidated ratio and R∗ = p∗

m/ pm = p∗/ p = q∗/ q is the state variable for the 
soil structure. An increase in the state variable R∗ represents a weakening of the soil structure, and R∗ = 1.0 represents no 
structure, i.e. the soil is remolded soil. εp

v = Cp ln(p∗
m/p∗

0) is the isotropic compression plastic strain of normal consolidated 
geomaterials. Cp is equal to (λ − κ)/(1 + e0). p∗

0 is the reference stress state. pm = p exp(q/M/p), p∗
m = p∗

0 exp(ε
p
v /Cp) and 

pm = p∗
m/R∗ are the values of the crossing points of the p axis with the subloading yield surface, the normal yield surface 

and the superloading yield surface, respectively. (p, q), (p∗, q∗) and (p, q) are the present stress state, normal consolidation 
stress state and structure stress state, respectively. The subloading yield surface is also geometrically similar to the normal 
yield surface and passes through the present stress state and changes with the stress, which means all of the present 
stresses located at the surface [8]. Therefore, it is not needed to determine whether the stress state reaches the yield 
surface by using this concept to deduce the loading criterion.

It is assumed that the structured soil consolidation lines (SCL) are geometrically similar. The void ratio moves upward 
with increasing temperature, implying that the soil volume or void ratio increases, as shown in Fig. 2. In plane θ0 = θ , the 
following equations can be obtained⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

p̃∗
0 = p0 exp

[
3αt(θ − θ0)(1 + e0)

κ

]
= p∗

0

p̃∗
m = p∗

m exp

[
3αt(θ − θ0)(1 + e0)

κ

]
= p∗

m

p̃m = pm exp

[
3αt(θ − θ0)(1 + e0)

κ

]
= pm

p̃m = pm exp

[
3αt(θ − θ0)(1 + e0)

κ

]
= pm

(4)

The symbol ∼ represents the effect of temperature. The equivalent stress p̃m,i (i = 0, 1, 2) corresponds to the subloading 
yield surface and θ0 < θ1 < θ2, p̃m,0 < p̃m,1 < p̃m,2. p̃m,i (i = 0, 1, 2) corresponds to the superloading yield surface and 
θ0 < θ1 < θ2, p̃m,0 < p̃m,1 < p̃m,2. To simplify the expression, the equations are merged to give:

p̃m,i = pm(θi)

p̃ = p (θ )
(i = 0,1,2...) (5)
m,i m i
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Fig. 2. Effects of temperature change on SCL. Fig. 3. Effects of temperature change on subloading and superloading surfaces.

Similar to the treatment for superloading yield surface without considering the temperature, it is assumed that subload-
ing yield surfaces, normal yield surfaces, and superloading yield surfaces are also geometrically similar. The three kinds of 
yield surface changes with temperature in the p–q–θ plane are shown in Fig. 3. It can be observed that both the subload-
ing yield surface and the superloading yield surface expand outward with increasing temperature. The superloading yield 
surface is proposed for overconsolidated natural soils, implying that under the present stress state, a kind of soil is in the 
overconsolidated state. However, the normal yield surface is proposed for the normal consolidated remolded soils and can 
be obtained by the triaxial test at room temperature. The normal yield surface is the reference surface in this paper and 
does not change with temperature [7].

It is assumed that the definitions of the overconsolidated state variable and the structure state variable remain unchanged 
when the temperature is considered. The stress is replaced by the equivalent stress and then the following equations can 
be obtained

R̃ = p̃m/p̃m

R̃∗ = p̃∗
m/p̃m

(6)

when θ = θ0, R̃ = p̃m,0/p̃m,0 and R̃∗ = p̃∗
m,0/p̃m,0; when θ = θ1, R̃ = p̃m,1/p̃m,1 and R̃∗ = p̃∗

m,1/p̃m,1; when θ = θ2, 
R̃ = p̃m,2/p̃m,2 and R̃∗ = p̃∗

m,2/p̃m,2. At the present stress state, the subloading yield surface of the superloading concept 
considering the temperature can then be expressed as [7]

fs = ln
p

p̃m
+ 1

M

q

p
= 0 (7)

Substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (7), it can then be rewritten as

fs = ln
p

p̃∗
m

+ 1

M

q

p
+ ln R̃∗ − ln R̃ = 0 (8)

Substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (8), it can then be rewritten as

fs = ln
p

p̃∗
m

+ 1

M

q

p
+ ln R̃∗ − ln R̃ = ln

p

p∗
0

+ 1

M

q

p
+ ln R̃∗ − ln R̃ − ln

p∗
m

p∗
0

= ln
p

p∗
0

+ 1

M

q

p
+ ln R̃∗ − ln R̃ − ε

p
v

Cp
= 0 (9)

Therefore, in the general stress space at the present stress state, Eq. (9) can be rewritten as

f = fs = ln
σm

σ ∗
m0

+
√

3

M

√
J2

σm
+ ln R̃∗ − ln R̃ − 1

Cp
ε

p
v = 0 (10)

where J2 is the second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor. σ ∗
m0 is the reference stress state and is the same as p∗

0.
The consistency equation is given by

d f = 0 ⇒ ∂ f

∂σ
dσi j + ∂ f˜∗ dR̃∗ − ∂ f˜dR̃ − 1

C
dε

p
v = 0 (11)
i j ∂ R ∂ R p
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The associated flow rule is adopted in this paper, which means that the proposed yield function is the same as the thermo-
plastic potential. Therefore, the plastic strain increment can be calculated as

dε
p
i j = Λ

∂ f

∂σi j
, dε

p
v = Λ

∂ f

∂σii
(12)

where Λ is a non-negative parameter. The first-order partial derivatives of the structure state variable and the overconsoli-
dated state variable can then be obtained as

∂ f

∂ R̃∗ = 1

R̃∗ ,
∂ f

∂ R̃
= 1

R̃
(13)

The structure state variable and the overconsolidated state variable are closely related to the plastic strain and can be 
written as [34,29–31]⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

dR̃ = Uedε
p
d

dR̃∗ = U∗
e dε

p
d

Ue = −mR̃ ln R̃
M

Cp

U∗
e = R̃∗[1 − (

R̃∗)mR̃∗ ] M

Cp

(14)

where mR̃∗ and mR̃ are material parameters and control the degradations of the structure state variable and the overconsol-
idated state variable, respectively. The two material parameters are intrinsic characteristics of structure geomaterials, which 
means that the two material parameters do not change with temperature. R̃ and R̃∗ are obviously related to temperature, 
as seen in Eq. (6), so dR̃ and dR̃∗ are also influenced by temperature.

The plastic shear strain increment dε
p
d is given by

dε
p
d =

√
2

3

√
dep

i jdep
i j = Λ

√
2

3

∣∣∣∣ ∂ f

∂si j

∣∣∣∣ (15)

si j is the deviatoric stress tensor. Additional equations for solving the proposed model are written as⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∂ f

∂σmm
= 1

σm
−

√
3

M

√
J2

σ 2
m

∂ f

∂si j
=

√
3

2Mσm

si j√
J2

∂ f

∂σi j
= ∂ f

∂si j
+ ∂ f

∂σmm

δi j

3

(16)

Considering the temperature factor, the first expression of Eq. (16) can be rewritten as∣∣∣∣ ∂ f

∂si j

∣∣∣∣ = 1

M

1

σ̃m

√
3

2
= 1

M

1

σm exp[ 3αt(θ−θ0)(1+e0)
κ ]

√
3

2
(17)

Substituting Eqs. (12), (13), (14), (15), (16) and (17) into Eq. (9), the consistency equation can then be rewritten as

∂ f

∂σi j
dσi j +

{[
1 − (

R̃∗)mR̃∗ ] + mR̃ ln R̃

R̃

}
1

Cpσm exp[ 3αt(θ−θ0)(1+e0)
κ ]Λ − 1

Cp
Λ

∂ f

∂σmm
= 0 (18)

Based on the Hooke’s law, the incremental stress tensor can be obtained as

dσi j = Eijkldεeσ
kl = Eijkl

(
dεkl − dε

p
kl − dεeθ

kl

) = Eijkldεkl − Eijkl
∂ f

∂σkl
Λ − Eijkl · 3αtδkldθ (19)

where Eijkl is a fourth-order stiffness tensor. By substituting Eq. (17) into Eq. (16), the non-negative parameter Λ can be 
obtained

Λ =
∂ f
∂σi j

Ei jkldεkl − ∂ f
∂σi j

Ei jkl3αtδkldθ

hθ + ∂ f
∂σi j

Ei jkl
∂ f
∂σkl

(20)

where
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Table 1
Mechanical properties and material parameters.

Number αt (1/◦C) ν M λ κ OCR pi (MPa) mR̃ mR̃∗ R̃∗

1 −3.0e–6 0.110 1.876 0.0115 0.0015 110.0 0.5 0.15 0.01 0.01
2 −2.0e–5 0.200 1.269 0.0225 0.0100 160.0 1.0 0.01 1 0.35
3 −2.0e–5 0.200 1.269 0.0225 0.0100 10.0 1.5 0.1 1 0.25

0.65
4 −3.0e–6 0.110 1.876 0.0115 0.0015 110.0 0.5 0.38 0.23 0.25
5 −2.0e–5 0.150 1.269 0.23 0.189 1 0.05 2.5 0.31 1

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

hθ = 1

CpMσm
(Ms − η), η =

√
3
√

J2

σm

Ms =
{

1 − [1 − (R̃∗)mR̃∗ ] + mR̃ ln R̃

R̃

exp[ 3αt(θ−θ0)(1+e0)
κ ]

}
M

(21)

The loading criteria are given in the same way as in the previous work by Zhang et al. [10] as

∥∥dε
pσ
i j

∥∥ > 0 if Λ > 0 and

⎧⎨
⎩

∂ f
∂σi j

dσi j > 0 hardening.

∂ f
∂σi j

dσi j < 0 softening∥∥dε
pσ
i j

∥∥ = 0 if Λ ≤ 0 elastic

(22)

3. Heat increase and heat decrease

As we can know from the previous sections, soft rocks show two different mechanics due to temperature, the so-called 
heat increase and heat decrease. For demonstrating that the proposed model in this paper can describe the two different 
mechanics, an analysis example for drainage triaxial compression test is performed. All mechanical parameters and material 
parameters of soft rocks are shown in Table 1. ν is the Poisson ratio, M is the ratio of the shearing stress at the critical state, 
λ is the compression index, κ is the swelling index, pi is the initial stress, and e0 is the void ratio in the reference state 
and takes a value of 0.72. 20 ◦C and 90 ◦C are adopted in this paper, representing room temperature and high temperature, 
respectively. The simulated results are shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b) and the parameters correspond to the first and the second 
entries in Table 1, respectively. With increasing temperature, it can be observed that the strength decreases shown in 
Fig. 4(a) and then increases shown in Fig. 4(b), which present the heat decrease and heat increase, respectively. It is notable 
that the material properties in the two cases are different, which means that there are two different kinds of soft rocks. 
For the same soft rock, the dual effect of temperature can also occur as shown in Fig. 4(b). The parameters are all the 
same. When temperature increases from 90 ◦C to 95 ◦C, the strength decreases slightly. This implies that there might be an 
optimum temperature for soft rocks at which the strength will reach the maximum value. However, it should be noted that 
this optimum temperature is just a theoretical prediction that has to be validated with sufficient tests. In a word, the results 
demonstrate that the model proposed in this paper can simultaneously describe the two different mechanics of soft rocks 
subjected to temperature.

The experimental data in the literature are also used to validate the proposed model. Zhang et al. [7] performed thermal 
triaxial compression tests for Ohya stone using a novel temperature-controlled triaxial compression test device. For safety, 
the highest temperature within the chamber was set at 90 ◦C during the test. The height and diameter of the cylindrical 
test specimen are 100 mm and 50 mm, respectively. Isotropic consolidation was conducted for 24 h under the prescribed 
confining pressure and temperature. The rate of temperature increase was set at 0.5 ◦C/min under drained conditions, and 
then the target temperature was kept constant for 1 h. The shearing rate was set at 0.001%/min under drained conditions 
and at the target temperature. The mechanical parameters and material parameters of Ohya stone are listed in entry 4 in 
Table 1. The initial structure state variable of Ohya stone takes a value of 0.25, corresponding to a strong structure. Compar-
isons between the predicted and experimental results are shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen that the model predictions are in 
good agreement with the experimental results. The peak of axial stress at 80 ◦C is less than that at 20 ◦C, corresponding to 
a heat decrease.

Unfortunately, there are not enough experimental results and predicted results on the heat increase of soft rocks in the 
literature. Although the test conducted by He [5] showed that a heat increase appeared, only one graph was given to depict 
the stress–strain relationship without describing the test process. The mechanical and material parameters such as the Pois-
son ratio, the ratio of shearing stress at critical state, the compression index, the swelling index, the overconsolidated ratio, 
and the initial stress were not specified. These parameters are necessary inputs for the prediction by the proposed model. 
Similarly, Noble [6] simply theoretically analyzed the soft rocks’ heat increase. The thermal-elastoplastic model proposed 
by Zhang et al. [7] is capable of uniformly describing heat increase and heat decrease of geomaterials, including soft rocks. 
The effects of mechanical parameters and material parameters on these two different types of thermodynamics were also 
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Fig. 4. Soft rocks: (a) heat decrease and (b) heat increase.

Fig. 5. Comparisons between theoretical and experimental results.
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Fig. 6. Comparisons between theoretical and experimental results.

analyzed in detail. However, only the heat decrease of soft rocks was validated by the thermal triaxial compression tests for 
Ohya stone.

The work by Cekerevac and Laloui [35] was employed to validate the heat increase predicted by the model proposed 
in this paper. Samples of CM clay were prepared by mixing de-aired distilled water with clay powder in the presence of 
a water content that was two times higher than the liquid limit. Isotropic consolidation of the slurry was then carried out 
under a confining pressure of 100 kPa. These samples were 110 mm in height and 55 mm in diameter. The drained triaxial 
compression tests were performed at two different temperatures (22 ◦C and 90 ◦C) using a new temperature-controlled 
triaxial device. The initial confining pressure was set at 600 kPa to quantify the effect of the temperature on the shear 
strength of the CM clay. The initial overconsolidated ratio and the initial structure were both 1, because these samples were 
prepared by normal consolidated remolded CM clay. The mechanical and material parameters of the CM clay are listed in 
entry 5 in Table 1. The comparison between the predicted and experimental results is shown in Fig. 6. It can be observed 
that the predictions are in good agreement with the experimental results. The results also indicate that the samples tested 
at high temperature show higher strength, corresponding to the heat increase. However, due to the lack of sufficient tests 
results in the literature, the predicted results for the CM clay do not demonstrate that the model proposed in this paper 
can also predict the heat increase of soft rocks well. Future experimental studies of soft rocks still need to pay much more 
attention to heat increase.

4. Effects of linear thermal expansion coefficient and temperature on soft rocks’ structure

The linear thermal expansion coefficient and target temperature are two important temperature factors for the thermo-
dynamics of soft rocks. The effects of these two parameters on the evolution of the structure state variable are shown in 
Figs. 7 and 8, corresponding to Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively. It can be seen that regardless of the heat increase or heat 
decrease, in the case of a lower temperature, the structure state variable degrades more quickly with the linear thermal 
expansion coefficient increasing. A temperature increase can aggravate this trend, meaning that the structure state variable 
will degrade remarkably with increasing linear thermal expansion coefficient. For example, the structure state variable has 
already degraded completely at 90 ◦C and −2.0e–6 1/◦C before the axial strain reaches 5%, which is much lower than that in 
other cases. When the linear thermal expansion coefficient is lower, the structure state variable also degrades more quickly 
with increasing temperature. The linear thermal expansion coefficient increase can also aggravate this trend, implying that 
the structure state variable will degrade remarkably with increasing temperature. To summarize, Figs. 7 and 8 show that 
the increase in either the linear thermal expansion coefficient or temperature can both lead to a quicker degradation, with 
this trend becoming more obvious when both parameters are larger.
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Fig. 7. Degradation of the state variable R̃∗ of structure (heat decrease). Fig. 8. Degradation of the state variable R̃∗ of structure (heat increase).

Figs. 7 and 8 also show that compared to heat decrease, the slope of the structure state variable curve is much larger, 
despite the changes in the linear thermal expansion coefficient and temperature. Therefore, the structure state variable in 
the case of a heat increase degrades more quickly than that in the case of a heat decrease. For example, the structure state 
variable degrades completely before the axial strain reaches 5% in the case of the heat increase. However, in the case of 
the heat decrease, the structure state variable is still relatively strong, even though the axial strain reaches 30%. Even if the 
linear thermal expansion coefficient and the temperature are both larger, the axial strain is still slightly greater than 5% 
when the structure state variable degrades completely. It can be concluded that for soft rocks, the degradation rates of the 
structure state variable are completely different in the cases of heat increase and heat decrease.

Based on the results of this work, the structure of soft rocks is represented by the structure state variable in the super-
loading yield surface. It is necessary to study both the effect of the initial structure state variable on the thermodynamics of 
soft rocks and the effect of the temperature on the evolution of the structure state variable. A calculation example is then 
examined by the proposed model to analyze these effects. The initial structure state variable takes values of 0.25 and 0.65, 
representing a strong and a weak structure, respectively. The mechanical and material parameters of soft rocks are listed 
in entry 3 in Table 1. The predicted results are shown in Fig. 9(a). It can be observed that a heat increase appears with 
a strong structure, while a heat decrease appears with a weak structure. The heat increase can switch to a heat decrease 
when the initial structure state variable varies from a small value to a large one. From the results presented in the previous 
sections, we can know that heat increase and heat decrease are the multiple working results of the initial overconsolidated 
state variable, the initial structure state variable and temperature. This calculation example demonstrates this multiple effect 
from the standpoint of the initial structure state variable.

Generally speaking, the strength of soft rocks increases with the increasing initial structure state variable. However, 
Fig. 9(a) shows that when the initial structure state variable takes a value of 0.25, the strength is slightly smaller than 
that when the initial structure state variable is 0.65. This seems contradictory and puzzling. It is notable that, even though 
the other parameters are same, the values of the initial structure state variable are different in this calculation example, 
implying that the initial physical states are also different. The two values of the initial structure state variable essentially 
represent two different kinds of soft rocks. Therefore, for different kinds of soft rocks, the conclusions obtained based on 
Fig. 9(a) cannot represent those for the same kind of soft rocks. The other calculation example is then conducted using the 
model proposed in this paper to analyze the same kinds of soft rocks. The initial overconsolidated ratios are 4 and 1.54, 
corresponding to the values of the initial structure state variable. Therefore, the two cases in this new calculation example 
have the same p̃m, which means that the soft rocks in these two cases are just two different initial states of one kind of 
soft rock. The other mechanical and material parameters are all the same as those in Fig. 9(a). The predicted results are 
shown in Fig. 9(b). It can be observed that when the initial structure state variable takes a value of 0.25, the strength is 
larger than that when the initial structure state variable is 0.65. Heat increase and heat decrease can also switch to each 
other with the changes of the structure state variable.

The degradation curves of the two different kinds of soft rocks and the same kind of soft rock are shown in Figs. 10
and 11, corresponding to Figs. 9(a) and 9(b), respectively. It can be seen that increasing temperature can lead to a more 
rapid degradation of the structure state variable in all cases, even though this kind of accelerating effect is not relatively 
obvious. The degradation curves of the two different kinds of soft rocks are nearly the same as that of the same kind of 
soft rock. Therefore, the degradation of the structure state variable appears to have no direct relationship with the initial 
overconsolidated ratio. Furthermore, the slope in the case of a strong initial structure (heat increase) is greater than that for 
a weak initial structure (heat decrease). This means that compared to heat decrease, the structure state variable degrades 
more rapidly in the case of a heat increase, in agreement with the previous analysis. It is also notable that the structure state 
variable degrades completely when the initial structure is weak, prior to that in the case of a strong initial structure (heat 
increase). This appears to differ from the previous analysis. A reasonable origin for this is that the initial structure is so weak 
that the structure will degrade completely within a short time, even though the degradation rate is low. The conclusion that 
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Fig. 9. Effects of the initial structure on the strength of soft rocks.

Fig. 10. Degradation of state variable ̃R∗ of structure: differ-
ent kinds of soft rock.

Fig. 11. Degradation of the state variable ̃R∗ of structure: the 
same kind of soft rock.

the structure degrades more rapidly in the case of the heat increase still holds. Based on the two calculation examples, it 
can also be concluded that the degradation of the structure state variable is related to both the initial mechanical conditions 
and the initial physical and mechanical properties, corresponding to Eq. (14).

Heat increase and heat decrease of soft rocks are the result of the coupled effects of overconsolidated ratio, structure, and 
temperature. On the one hand, generally speaking, a temperature increase can generate a larger overconsolidated ratio [7]. 
A larger initial overconsolidated ratio or a stronger initial structure can lead to a greater strength. On the other hand, from 
the previous sections, it can be known that the initial structure degrades more quickly with the increase of temperature 
in this case and then reduces the strength of soft rocks. A temperature increase can also decrease the overconsolidated 
ratio [7]. Soft rocks exhibit a heat increase when the first case dominates, while a heat decrease appears when the second 
case dominates. For example, in the case of a weak initial structure, the strength of soft rocks decreases with increasing 
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temperature (Fig. 9). However, in the case of a strong initial structure, the strength of soft rocks increases with increasing 
temperature (Fig. 9).

The overconsolidated ratio and material parameters controlling the degradations of the structure state variable and the 
overconsolidated state variable and other parameters can also influence the stress/strain relationship of certainly, which has 
been analyzed by Zhang et al. [7]. However, the main research of this paper focuses on temperature effects and structure of 
soft rocks. Therefore, these parameters are not analyzed in this paper.

5. Conclusions

Based on the superloading yield surface and the concept of temperature-deduced equivalent stress, a thermo-elastoplastic 
model considering the structure of soft rocks is proposed in this paper. Only one new parameter, namely, the linear ther-
mal expansion coefficient, is added in the proposed model. Based on the model predictions and the comparisons with 
experimental data in the literature, we present some concluding remarks as follows.

(1) Heat increase and heat decrease are the coupled effects of the initial overconsolidated state variable, the initial 
structure state variable, and temperature. A larger initial overconsolidated ratio or a stronger initial structure can lead to a 
greater strength. A temperature increase can accelerate the degradation rates of both the initial overconsolidated ratio and 
the initial structure, reducing the strength of soft rocks. Soft rocks undergo heat decrease when the first case dominates, 
while a heat increase appears when the second case dominates.

(2) The model proposed in this paper is capable of uniformly describing both heat increase and heat decrease. Compar-
isons to experimental data in the literature also validate the proposed model. For the same kind of soft rock, the strength 
increases with the increase of the initial structure. Heat increase and heat decrease behaviors can switch to each other 
based on the changes in the initial structure state variable.

(3) Regardless of heat increase or heat decrease, the structure state variable always degrades more rapidly with increas-
ing linear thermal expansion coefficient and temperature. This trend will be more obvious when both the linear thermal 
expansion coefficient and temperature are larger.

(4) Compared to the heat decrease, the slope of the structure state variable is sharper, which means that the structure 
tends to degrade more rapidly in the case of the heat increase.
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